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The Menu of Meet Fresh from Bellevue includes about 16 different meals and drinks. On average, you pay for
a dish / drink about $7.2. What Angela Chu likes about Meet Fresh:

Pretty cute sweets and treats shop. I ordered the regular milk tea and I'm not too sure if there's a big diference
between the fresh milk tea and the regular. To be honest, it tasted quite alright so I'm not sure if it's worth it to
spend an extra dollar. Anyway, the store is pretty big especially considering what it sells, so it's nice to grab a

drink and chat. read more. What Vince Grillo doesn't like about Meet Fresh:
Tonight, the employees are not accepting orders and turning off the phone 40 minutes ahead of scheduled close.
I've tried to call multiple times and have had my calls forwarded to a full voicemail, and over voice-mail, resenting

my order several times. I find it pretty irresponsible to stop taking orders this far ahead of close. I've worked in
kitchens before so I understand the desire to close on time, but 40 minute... read more. The comprehensive

selection of coffee and tea specialties greatly enhances the value of a visit to Meet Fresh, Moreover, the
enchanting desserts of the house shine not only in the eyes of our little guests. The Asian fusion cuisine is

likewise an important part of Meet Fresh. Anyone who finds the normal and generally known menus too boring
can here approach with a willingness to experiment and try some exciting combination of ingredients consume,

on the daily specials there are also a lot of Asian dishes.
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Mai� course�
TOPPINGS

Milchshake�
SMOOTHIE

Te�/Koffe�/Mil�
MILK TEA

Slus�
MIXED FRUIT GREEN TEA SLUSH $7.0

Ho� drink�
TEA

Frui� Tea� (Vega� Friendl�)
PASSION FRUIT GREEN TEA $7.0

Fres� Mil� Tea�
BLACK SUGAR FRESH MILK WITH
BOBA $6.5

Ingredient� Use�
MILK

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

Sprin� Mus� Have� Fro�
Mee� Fres�
SESAME AND PEANUT MOCHI $5.2

Mil� Te� Serie�
COLD/HOT TRADITIONAL MILK TEA $5.0

COLD/HOT JASMINE MILK TEA $5.0

Re� Bea� Soup Serie�
HOT RED BEAN SIGNATURE SOUP $12.0

HOT RED BEAN SOUP TARO
BALLS $11.0

Blac� Sugar Bob� Drin�
Serie�
COLD/HOT BLACK SUGAR FRESH
MILK WITH BOBA $6.5

COLD/HOT BLACK SUGAR FRESH
MILK TEA WITH BOBA $6.5
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